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### Title:
In Re: Request for Live Radio-TV Coverage of the Trial in the Sandiganbayan of the Plunder
Cases Against Former President Joseph E. Estrada

### Facts:
The motion under consideration was for the reconsideration of the Philippine Supreme
Court’s decision which denied the petition for permission to broadcast live the trial  of
former President Joseph E. Estrada before the Sandiganbayan for charges of plunder. The
motion for reconsideration was filed by the Secretary of Justice, among other petitioners,
contending that live media coverage would not impede Estrada’s right to a fair trial and
emphasized  the  people’s  right  to  public  information.  Estrada  reiterated  his  objection,
arguing such coverage could prejudice his case and the sub judice rule. The Supreme Court
initially denied the live broadcast request and, upon reconsideration, upheld its decision but
allowed for an audio-visual recording for historical documentation, prohibiting real-time
broadcast until after the Sandiganbayan’s decision.

### Issues:
1. Whether live radio and TV coverage of the trial violates the right of the accused to a fair
trial.
2. Whether the right to public information and freedom of the press overrides the right of
the accused to a fair trial.
3. Whether an audio-visual recording of the trial, not for real-time broadcast, would serve
the public interest without compromising the fairness of the trial.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court, by a vote of nine to six, upheld its previous decision to deny live
broadcast  coverage but  allowed for  an  audio-visual  recording of  the  trial  under  strict
conditions, emphasizing historical documentation and the public’s right to information. The
decision aimed to balance the accused’s right to a fair  trial  with the public’s  right to
information, avoiding the potential perils of real-time broadcasting.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated the principle that while the public’s right to information is
fundamental,  it  must not impede the right of the accused to a fair and impartial trial.
Additionally, the ruling introduced a nuanced approach to handling high-profile cases where
public  interest  is  significant,  allowing  for  audio-visual  documentation  under  controlled
conditions to serve the public’s right to information without compromising the integrity of
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the judicial process.

### Class Notes:
– **Right to a Fair Trial**: Central to criminal justice, ensuring the accused is tried without
prejudice.
– **Public Right to Information**: The public’s entitlement to access information on matters
of public concern, balanced against other fundamental rights.
– **Sub Judice Rule**: Prohibits public comment and media coverage that could influence
court proceedings.
–  **Audio-Visual  Recording  for  Documentary  Purposes**:  Permitted  under  controlled
conditions, emphasizing historical preservation and the educational value, without real-time
broadcasting, to mitigate potential prejudice.
– **Balancing Interests**: The judiciary’s task to balance competing interests – the integrity
of the judicial process (fair trial) and the public’s right to information.

### Historical Background:
The request for live coverage was made in the context of high public interest in the trial of a
former president, underscoring the evolving dynamics between media, the public’s right to
information, and judicial proceedings. This case set a precedent in Philippine jurisprudence
on  handling  media  coverage  of  court  trials,  especially  concerning  high-profile  cases,
marking a critical juncture in the interplay between media freedom and the judiciary’s
sanctity.


